
Discover the Fascinating Political History of
the Global Game from 1945 to 2017 - A
Riveting Journey!

The political history of sports is a captivating and influential aspect of our world's
culture. It is not just limited to entertainment and athletic competition, but also
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acts as a platform for political expression, global relations, and the shaping of
nations. In this article, we delve into the fascinating political history of the global
game, specifically from the years 1945 to 2017. Join us on this riveting journey!

Post-World War II: A New Era for Sports and Politics

The end of World War II marked a crucial turning point in both sports and politics.
Nations realized the power of sports to foster unity and showcase national pride.
The inaugural FIFA World Cup in 1930 had already laid the foundation for
international sporting events, but it was after the war that the global game truly
took off.
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The Rise of Football Diplomacy

Football diplomacy emerged as a powerful tool for political leaders to forge
relationships and resolve conflicts. Notable instances include the "Football War"
between El Salvador and Honduras in 1969, where tensions escalated after a
series of World Cup qualifying matches, and the historic 1995 match between the
US and Iran, fostering a rare moment of cooperation between the two nations.
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Football as a Reflection of Sociopolitical Issues

Throughout history, football has reflected social and political issues. From
apartheid in South Africa to racism in European leagues, the sport has been both
a battleground for change and an avenue for activism. The impact of football in
challenging social norms and promoting equality cannot be underestimated.

The Intricate Web of Corruption in Football

The global game has not been without its fair share of corruption. From bribery
and match-fixing scandals to questionable governance within governing bodies,
football has been marred by corrupt practices. This article explores some of the
most prominent cases and the resulting reforms that have sought to restore
integrity to the sport.

Football's Role in Nation-Building and National Identity

Football has played a significant role in shaping national identity and fostering a
sense of unity. From Brazil's samba style to Germany's efficiency, each nation
has its own unique footballing identity. Furthermore, the success or failure of
national teams at major tournaments can have a profound impact on their
countries, ranging from political unrest to moments of national celebration.

The Politics of Hosting Mega-Events

The bidding and hosting process of mega-events such as the FIFA World Cup
and the Olympic Games often become highly politicized. Countries invest
substantial resources in an attempt to showcase their development, boost
tourism, and improve international standing. This article explores the political,
economic, and social impacts of hosting such events, as well as controversies
surrounding their selection process.



The political history of the global game from 1945 to 2017 is a captivating
tapestry intertwining various elements of world politics, culture, and societal
change. Through football, nations have forged friendships, confronted injustices,
and showcased their national pride. This journey through the annals of sports
highlights the undeniable influence of sports on global affairs, making it an
essential aspect of our shared history.
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Cricket is an enduring paradox. On the one hand, it symbolises much that is
outmoded: imperialism; a leisured elite; a rural, aristocratic Englishness. On the
other, it endures as a global game and does so by skilful adaptation, trading
partly on its mythic past and partly on its capacity to repackage itself. This
ambitious new history recounts the politics of cricket around the world since the
Second World War, examining key cultural and political themes, including
decolonisation, racism, gender, globalisation, corruption and commercialisation.

Part One looks at the transformation of cricket cultures in the ten territories of the
former British Empire in the years immediately after 1945, a time when
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decolonisation and the search for national identity touched every cricket playing
region in the world. Part Two focuses on globalisation and the game’s evolution
as an international sport, analysing: social change and the Ashes; the campaigns
for new cricket formats; the development of the women’s game; the new breed of
coach; the limits to the game’s global expansion; and the rise of India as the
world’s leading cricket power.

Cricket: A Political History of the Global Game, 1945-2017 is fascinating reading
for anybody interested in the contemporary history of sport.
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